
Wangminers Announces New Stock of
Proprietary B1 and E1 Blockchain Mining
Equipment

SHANGHAI, CHINA, July 12, 2021 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Wangminers LTD, manufacturers of triple-

tested blockchain mining equipment, announced today that they have received new stock of

their fast-selling proprietary Wangminer B1 mining equipment for Bitcoin and Wangminer E1

mining equipment for Ethereum. 

Wangminers began selling mining equipment in early 2021. They launched after rigorously

testing their prototypes through a triple-tested protocol that ensures the products operate

without incident under extreme conditions that include factors such as rapid temperature

fluctuations. Soon after launching, the Wangminer units were in short supply because of the

demand from Bitcoin and Ethereum miners who sought the products out for their high value-to-

price ratio. 

“We’re extremely pleased to see the success of our B1 and E1 mining units.” Said the company’s

leadership. “Our team spent months testing under the most extreme circumstances to make

sure the products that we put out would stand the test of time for our customers. When you

invest in Wangminers mining equipment, you can be sure that investment will be a win.”

Company representatives went on to say the Wangminers mining equipment is backed by a 12-

month hardware warranty in addition to free software upgrades for life. 

The Wangminer B1 for Bitcoin and the Wangminer E1 for Ethereum are available with 110V or

220V power supplies, have a hashrate of 100TH/s (±3%) for the B1 and 500MH/s (±3%) for the E1,

and consume 500W. The units are 6Kg each, have an ambient temperature range of 0°C to 40°C,

and stand at 290mm long, 250mm* wide, and 170mm high. 

The company can ship orders for the Wangminger B1 and Wangminer E1 mining equipment

worldwide via EMS, FedEx, DHL, and UPS and they accept cryptocurrency payments in Bitcoin,

Ethereum, Litecoin, or USDC. Anyone with additional questions is encouraged to visit the

company website or to send an email to sales@wangminers.com. 

About Wangminers LTD

Established in 2020 in Shanghai, China, Wangminers mining equipment providers are known for

their meticulous development of high quality and durable mining equipment. After months of

http://www.einpresswire.com


testing their models under challenging conditions, they launched what has become some of the

best value for price mining equipment on the market today—the Wangminer B1 for Bitcoin

mining and the Wangminer E1 for Ethereum mining. 

For more information including complete product specifications, visit the company’s website at

www.wangminers.com.
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